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HEAVEN & WIND & STARS & POETRY:
Poems by Yun Dongju
(And Other Koreans)
Interpreted by Duane Vorhees

“Oh---I’m so glad it’s raining”
My granddad’s delight.
The sound of drought-ridden crops growing
is like the puffing of my grandfather’s pipe.
After the rain stops the rays of the sun
sparkle in the blades of grass..
--- Yun Dongju
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ABOUT YUN DONGJU
Yun Dongju is probably the most popular modern poet in Korea. Undoubtedly this
is due in large part to his identification with his nation’s struggle for independence.
When he was born (in an area of Manchuria with a large Korean population) the former
hermit kingdom was a Japanese colony, and he grew up during the period when the
Japanese were gaining domination over Manchuria as well. Just after his first birthday,
Korean nationalists in 1919 attempted to liberate themselves, but the effort was bloodily
suppressed; and, in response, Japanese rule became harsher. As part of a sustained
effort to exterminate any separate identity, Koreans were required to adopt Japanese
names and follow Japanese customs, though they continued to be regarded as
ethnically inferior residents rather than as full-fledged Japanese citizens. From an early
age, Yun resisted these attempts by secretly teaching his younger siblings Korean and
conducting various other acts of adolescent subversion; unlike several relatives and
close friends, however, he refrained from any open act of rebellion. He chose a different
line of resistance: by 17 he was already a published poet, and like many other political
artists in similarly restrictive societies he wanted to avoid becoming either a toady or a
martyr. Though it would be wrong to suggest that all of his work is patriotic, his
nationalism and his Korean identity are a constant refrain. However, the sentiment is
mostly subversive in the sense of being coded and ambiguous. (One should note in
particular his use of the word “Red” in many of his poems.) In early 1942, after the
expansion of the Japanese wars out of the Chinese mainland into the Pacific and
against the American and European powers, Yun moved first to Tokyo and then to
Kyoto to study literature; his work from the period is almost uniformly marked by
depression and despair. However, his attempts at literary subterfuge were ultimately
ineffectual. On Bastille Day, 14 July 1943, at a train station as he was preparing to
return home for a holiday, he was arrested by the Japanese secret police, tortured, and
tried for and convicted of advocating Korean separatism. After months of neglect and
maltreatment, he died in prison in Fukuoka, just past his 29 th birthday. Six months later,
in the wake of Japan’s crushing defeat, Korea’s independence was restored.
However, perhaps his final poem broke the spell of gloom that pervaded his late
verse. Spring swells through my veins like a torrent. I burst forth like grass. Blue sky
dazzles high up…With the ellipses at the end, it is easy to imagine that the statement is
unfinished, that Yun is being arrested in mid-poem, in hope’s last flight -- easy to picture
him being forced to stop writing poetry forever, just as he has turned a significant
psychic corner. The other poets I have chosen to represent include some of Yun’s early
20th-century colleagues such as Pak Mokwol. Another, Yu Chihwan, who collaborated
with the Japanese, was a decade older than Yun but survived into the late 1960s. On
the other hand, Han Yongan died a year earlier than Yun, but he was born forty years
earlier; he became a Buddhist monk in the year Japan took over Korea and (aside from
his poetry) is perhaps best known as the co-drafter of the 1919 Declaration of
Independence. Yi Haein, a Catholic nun; Choi Sungho; and Yi Sungbok all emerged
poetically in the late 20th century. They all deserve to be taken seriously as major lyric
poets. Perhaps this volume will be a small step in that direction.
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A Note on “My” Translation
This volume began innocuously enough. One of my Seoul National University
students told me how much he loved the poetry of Yun Dongju and gave me a rough
translation of “Prelude” to critique. Intrigued, I bought a copy of what was then Yun’s
complete works and decided to produce an acceptable English version -- a daunting
task, especially for one who knew at best only a few dozen expressions in Korean (most
of which had no utility whatsoever for the task at hand). But I was determined, and I had
at my disposal some of the best students in the country. So I started handing out poems
as class assignments, giving the same poem to several students to translate, and then
used their work as the basis for intense discussion. It turned out to be an enlightening
experience, both in terms of them learning that not everything (in either language) was
as simple as they had been taught, and in terms of my own broadening appreciation for
Yun’s work. As an added benefit, of course, I also thus obtained numerous versions and
commentaries to sort through in my effort to discover a consensus meaning – it turns
out that Korean poetry is particularly difficult, even for native speakers. After I thought I
had some idea of what each poem tried to convey, and how, I consulted various friends
in academe to see if I was on the right track. Once they straightened me out, if they
were able to, I tried to convert each Korean poem into an English one while preserving
insofar as I could the visual aspects of the original in terms of punctuation, word
placement, line length, and so forth.
I gradually incorporated a few other Korean poets into my verse factory, and, as I
set about to prepare this volume, I decided to include a few of their poems as well.
Choi Sungho is a different case. My friend at Korea University, Robert Fouser, had
taken an interest in that poet and wanted to put some of his work into English verse. In
direct consultation with the poet himself, he selected a few poems and carefully
transcribed a literal, prosaic, line-by-line translation. Then I tried to rework them into
passable verse. It was an exciting, exhausting, intellectually challenging exercise –
thank you, Bob!
After I originally worked on this project, which took up some of my class time off
and on over a span of some three years, an expanded edition of Yun’s poetry was
published. I have tried to incorporate some of this “new” work here, but since I no longer
have such a wealth of talent to assist me as formerly, the resultant translations are
much more intuitive and much less precise than my earlier efforts.
In addition to Bob Fouser and literally dozens of native speaking helpers, I am
especially indebted to two fine linguists, Mark Mueller and Tim Atkinson, for their
assistance and insight.
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[24 Dec 1934] - LIFE AND DEATH
Again today life has sung its overture to death.
When will its song be ended?
Everyone in the world –
dances to that bone-melting song of life.
Before the sun sets
no one has time to ponder
the terror that sets in
at the end of the song.
Who is the one who sang this song
as though he were carving it in the center of heaven?
And who is the one who ceased singing it
like the end of a sudden shower?
Dead, only bones remain.
Great men winners of death.

ONE CANDLE
One candle –
I smell its fragrance fill my room.
Before the altar of bright hope was destroyed
I beheld the pristine offering.
Her body like a goat’s rib,
and even her mission
put to the flames
Blood and tears drop like white jade.
Candlelight flickers forth from the desk surface
the wild waving dance of a fairy.
Like a falcon-fleeing pheasant
darkness through the window flees.
So now I inhale
the great fragrance of the offering.
7|Page
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NO TOMORROW
--when a young heart wonders
Tomorrow tomorrow is what they said
and I asked what tomorrow is
Sleep through a night until the sun
comes up at dawn and that’s what we call tomorrow
So searching for a new day
I slept but when I woke
it was not tomorrow at all
it was just today
My comrades!
There is no tomorrow
...............

[20 Oct 1935] - BLUE SKY
That summer day
passionate poplars swayed
with arms reaching open
to caress
the blue bosom of the sky.
In a boiling sun’s shadow a narrow point of earth.
Under a sky draped like curtains from heaven
rowdy showers and lightning,
pulled by dancing clouds
fled southward,
the wide blue sky stretched
having summoned a round moon and wild geese
A full young heart rides the wings of idealism.
On this day of yearning
he mocks the tears of withering autumn.
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[28 Jan 1935] - IN THE STREET
Street of moonlight
street of a northern land
shimmies in the violent wind
I a small mermaid
a-swimming under streetlamps
the city’s pearls,
the moon and lamps
splinter each body into a pair of shadows or three,
that grow and shrink.
Street of anguish
night streets ashen gray
My mind paces
shoved along by the coming gale
Despite my loneliness
the shadows of my mind
bloom leaf by leaf,
blue daydreams
rise and fall.

[Oct 1935] - SOUTHERN SKY
A swallow has two wings.
A gloomy autumn day –
I miss my mother’s breast
these frosty evenings –
The young spirit rides nostalgia’s single wing
afloat in the southern sky --
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A DAYDREAM
A daydream –
the tower of my soul
Without a word I build the tower
into the sky of pride and vanity.
Unmindful that it may collapse
I pile story upon story.
My endless daydream –
the ocean of my soul,
I reach both arms out
and swim freely in the ocean
towards the horizon’s edge.
The golden quest for knowledge.
.
[Dec 1935] - CLAMSHELL
Speckled speckled the clamshell is
my older sister scavenged
from beside the sea
Here in the northern land
clamshells make handsome gifts
a great toy the clamshell is
Roll it here roll it there keep it rolling
Half missing the clamshell is
missing the other half.
Speckled speckled the clamshell is
Missing the sea’s splashing waves
as do I.
[Winter 1935] - WINTER
Dried radish leaves
under the eaves
rustle and scrape
in the cold.
On the road
round horse turds
jingle and chink
like ice.
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[ca. 1936] - MORNING
wik, wik, wik,
With tail whipping
the cow drives darkness away,
dark, dark, but disappearing into dawning sky.
For this village today’s morning
is grown fat like the cow’s rump,
the villagers eating only bean soup
have raised this summer by their own sweat.
Leaf, leaf, sweat beading on every blade.

[Early 1936] - ROOFTILE COUPLE
On a rainy eve the rooftile couple
think back on their lost only son
rub their age-bent backs
and drop off their long mournful tears.
On the royal palace the rooftile couple
reminisce over the good old days
Stroking their faces wrinkled with age
Eyes fixed
They look into sky.
A MAP OF A BED WETTER
The map painted on the quilt
hung on the clothesline
Last night my younger brother
painted it when he wet the bed
Is it a map of Heaven
where he went in a dream to meet Mama?
Or a map of Manchuria
where Papa went to work?
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[6 Jan 1936] - HOME
--sung in Manchuria
Dragging these old straw sandals
why did I come here
crossing the Tuman River
to this bleak land?
Under the southern sky
lies my warm home
where my mama waits for me
I miss my old home
CHICKS
“pyo, pyo, pyo,
mama give us milk”
the chicks cry.
“kok, kok, kok,
just wait a while”
mother hen replies.
A moment later
every chick
disappears underneath
mama’s breast.

[10 Feb 1936] - DOVES
Seven mountain doves
that everyone wants to hold
A holiday morn so clear
that sky’s end is nearly seen
On a harvested barren field
the doves squabble and scratch for food
and share difficult talk.
With their slender wings beating silent air
two doves ascend
concerned perhaps for their nestling young.
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[Mar 1936] - SKYLARK
Skylark dislikes
muddy back streets
of early spring.
Wants to spread his two light wings,
and his merry spring songs
across clear vernal skies
but,
I,
who like an aimless fish,
wander about these alleys
in shoes full of holes,
feel my soul grow heavy
without wing or song.
[20 Mar 1936] - MEAL TICKET
Meal ticket gives you three squares a day.
Serving lady gives the kids
three once-white bowls.
Broth boiled in Daedong river water,
boiled rice from Pyongan province,
with some Korean red pepper paste.
Our bellies full of meal ticket.
PARTING
One day the falling snow melted into water,
and the haze misted in the ashy sky,
and the mammoth locomotive – baa-ak—whistled out,
and my little heart pounded.
Parting fast, and pitifully come,
My dear,
I said Let’s meet at the work site –
But before the warm taste of your hands grew old and your tears dried away
The train’s tail disappeared around the hill.
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[24 Mar 1936] - FROM PEONY PEAK
Over the gaunt branches of pines
the balmy wind wings by
and the half-day sun sparkles
against the ice in the Daedong.
Thoughtless maidens frolic
through crumbled castle ruins
and chatter in
an unknown tongue
The auto suddenly appearing is detestable.

[25 Mar 1936] - HEART
Soundless drum
when it feels heavy in your chest
try beating it with your fist.
Though I try to do so
hwew –
it feels no better than a thin sigh.

TWILIGHT
Through a crack in the paper door
the sunbeam writes its line…… and erases it……
Flock of crows
two, two, three, four, flying over the roof,
jerking, twisting toward the northern skies.
I too……
wish to spread my wings in the northern skies.
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[Spring 1936] - HENS
Above the chicken coop stretches blue sky
Hens who forgot their homeland’s freedom
cluck about their withered lives
and the bitter hardships of production.
Out of the dark henhouse
struts the leghorn rooster of an alien race,
and one bright afternoon in March
a flock of native birds are pushed from their nests.
And now the domestic fowls
use their graceful legs to rake the shit pile
and their hungry beaks to peck restlessly.
Until their eyes get red –

[May 1936] - BALLPARK POSTMERIDIAN
Late spring, the anticipated Saturday
the three-thirty train for Kyungsung
in a puff of coal smoke
chugs by
The ball’s now lost
that old magnetic pull
sufficient once to draw away this body
And a wet mouthful’s enough
to quench the burn in the throat.
The young blood runs quickly through the heart,
and the two iron legs drop down.
And the black smoke from the train
and the blue mountain
disappear
beyond the heat’s shimmer.
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ON THE MOUNTAINTOP
I’ve come to the mountaintop,
and the street looks like a baduk board*
and the river slithers like a baby stake.
At this time of day
the people are spaced like baduk stones.
The half-day sun rests on a zinc roof
and the maggot-paced train,
halted at the station
now barfs up its black smoke
and starts to move.
Curious as to whether this crumpled sky
will cover the streets completely
I’d like to go to a higher place.
* Baduk is the Korean name for the game the Japanese refer to as Go.

[Summer 1936] - IN THE VALLEY
Two mountain ranges race downward
and rapids grow hoarse from cheering.
In the dead summer cloudmounted sun
gallops across the valley.
On mountain’s back the young rocks
thrust forth their heads like horns from a calf,
and soft oxen hair
on mountain’s back grows deep green.
Returning home after three years gone
the footsteps of the vagabond
trudge over hardened ground.
like a naked crane……
His worn-out shoes hang by their necks
at the tip of his walking stick,
and a lone magpie flies with her barefoot fledglings,
and the valley is silent like the vagabond’s mind.
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[10 Jun 1936] - DAYS LIKE THESE
On the day the flags of five colors and the rising sun dance together*
on the tops of two chummy stone pillars at the front gate,
the children of the border amuse themselves.
Dry dull lessons daily
By year’s end boredom sets in
and their minds have become so simple
they can’t even comprehend the characters for spear and shield.#
On days like these
I want to tell my stubborn older brother
that we lost.
*The flags of Manchukuo and Japan.
#The Chinese ideograms for spear and shield are used as a compound for “contradiction” or
“paradox.” A weaponer reputedly told a prospective buyer that his swords could pierce any
shield and his shields could repel any sword. So the customer asked him, “What would happen if
I used this sword against this shield?”

[25 Jun 1936] - THE FOREST
The clock tick tock beats in my chest
my troubled mind is called by forest.
The dark millennium-tarnished forest,
predestined to hug my exhausted frame.
The forest’s darkness beginning from the top
of a black wave steps down on my young chest
and the leaves sough in evening breeze
swahh – I too shiver in fear.
The far-off frogs croak over early summer
My bygone village past feels more distant.
Only the stars peeping through the trees
can lead me to the new day’s promise.
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[26 Jun 1936] - SUNNYSIDE
A vernal gale laden with yellow dust
passes by like a Manchurian waterwheel
The April sun’s mottled hand
touches the sad hearts of those who stand backs against the wall
Two children who know not whose land it is play the map-tearing game*
Their only regret is the shortness of their fingers
Don’t! It makes me fear
that this fragile peace will break.
*Players each mark off a one-meter circle and then try to expand their territory by hitting
another’s baduk stone with their own. When they succeed, they advance one hand’s length into
the opponent’s area.

[24 July 1936] - HEART
The winter night was long
when I embraced the brazier of dead embers.
My heart, reduced to ash,
shivered like a rice paper door.
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[27 July 1936] - BROKEN DREAMS
The dreams opened their eyes
and peered through the deep fog.
The once-singing skylark
has flown away,
This is not the golden lawn
where we sang our song of spring.
The tower has collapsed,
the red monument of the spirit –
the marble tower inscribed by fingernail –
now gone after a single evening’s gale,
oh oh field of destruction,
tears and choking!
The dreams are broken
The tower has fallen.

[9 Sept 1936] - SUNSHOWER
Gently the sun shower falls
like a softly walking girl
Let’s welcome her together
Raise her high like a cornstalk
five or six feet
My friend the sun laughs
He looks at me and laughs.
A bridge across the sky
A striped rainbow
Let’s sing together joyfully
Friends come here
Let’s dance together
My friend the sun laughs
Because he’s happy he laughs
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BROOMSTICK
If we cut the paper this way it’s a coat
if we cut it this way it’s a long rifle.
My older sis and I
Cut, cut the paper
and then Mother
spanked us each once
with the broomstick
because the floor was messy –
Uh uh Mom
It was the stupid broomstick
who chose not to sweep the floor
that’s why that’s why
it was insolent so we hid it in the closet
Next morning when broomstick was gone
Mother made a clamor.
[23 Oct 1936] - AUTUMN NIGHT
A nasty drizzling autumn night
coming naked
out of bed
hunched over on the porch
like a sleepy kid
swaa – it pisses.

[Oct 1936] - SPRING
Baby
a-snoring at my feet,
Kitty
a-purring by the fire,
breezeling
rustles branches,
Mr. Sun
sparkles in mid-sky.
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WHAT DO THEY LIVE ON?
People who live by the sea
live on fish
People who live in mountains
live on spuds
People who live on stars
what do they live on?

AEROPLANE
The propeller on his head
is whirling
around – faster than a windmill blade.
But once in high air
the propeller turns slower
than when he’s on the ground
Perhaps he’s short of breath.
Aeroplane –
cannot flutter
his wings
and glide like a bird –
and he always shouts.
Perhaps he’s short-winded.

[Fall 1936] - CHIMNEY
From the stout chimney in the grass hut in the mountain valley
why at high noon does smoke rise bit by bit,
Maybe some boys are baking potatoes
Sitting together
Their ebony eyes twinkling
Lips stained with charcoal dust
Swallowing a spud with each old tale.
From the stout chimney in the grass hut in the mountain valley
the aroma of potatoes baking puffs softly skyward.
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[Early Dec 1936] - A PATTERN FOR SOCKS
Mother
what are you going to do
with that used stationery Sis threw away?
I never would have guessed
that you could use it for a pattern
by putting my old socks on it
and cutting around them.
Mother
what are you going to do
with that stubby pencil I threw away?
I never would have guessed
that you could moisten it with your tongue
and draw the pattern on the cloth
to make me a new pair of socks.
[Dec 1936] - SNOW
Last night
snow covered the world
Roof furrows
complained of the cold
This must be the quilt
to cover them
That must be why
snow comes only on cold winter days
SPARROWS
Fall’s gone away
Ground’s paper white
Sparrow flock learns to write.
Jack Jack their mouth repeat
They practice writing with their feet.
But though they practice till the night
Jack’s the only word they write*
*In the Korean alphabet the letter for the double J sound looks like a bird’s footprint.
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CHICKEN
--The chicken’s wing is big, so why
doesn’t he ever try to fly?
--Perhaps he just forgot it,
out digging in the shit.

ICE/EYES*
Ice
falls pure white
Eyes
bedazzled.
*The Korean word nun means both eye and snow.

AN APPLE
An apple red
Papa, Mama,
Sis, I, divided
devouring it all
even the peel even the core.

THE DOG
“This dog is filthy”
Oh—the neighbor’s mastiff
strolled slowly slowly into my home
and put his nose up the butt of my own cherished pet
to sniff it, not thinking it’s dirty,
In disgust I screamed at him and drove him off
Wagging hwee hwee his tail
the dog trotted off
convinced he’s cleaner than we – alas
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LETTER
Sister!
This winter again
We’ve had much snow.
Should I put a handful of snow
into this white envelope
instead of this letter
and without a stamp
just like that so nicely done
send it to you?
Because I hear where you went
it never snows.
DOG
Across the snow
the dog
draws glowers
running.
[Dec 1936/Jan 1937] - POCKETS
I have nothing,
I used to worry,
to put in my pockets.
But now in wintertime
I fill my pockets with my fists.
I stuff my fists inside.

[ca. 1937] - THE LAUNDRY
Dangling both legs over the line
the white clothes whisper in the afternoon,
Only July’s brightest glare
Would gloss over such elegant laundry.
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[Jan 1937] - DUSK BECOMES AN OCEAN
Into the dark blue waves by Haro Island
gliding down sinking…… sinking……
Why – does a flock of unfamiliar birds
fly across the dyed sea,
Losing its leaves
The seaweed looks desolate.
The immaculate landscape hangs in the west window.
A homeless orphan chews his coat strings in grief.
A landlubber determined to make my maiden voyage
on the bedroom floor pacing…… pacing……
Dusk becomes an ocean
today again many boats
sink below the waves with me.

[10 Mar 1937] - OLD MAN
You tell me that Jap-cakes are sweet
I know they taste bitter

[Mar 1937] - NIGHT
Donkey in the stable
eee --- lets out a single cry,
and the noise
waa – wakes the startled babe,
so light the lamp.
Papa feeds donkey
a bale of straw,
Mama gives baby
a mouthful of milk,
night falls to silent sleep again.
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[Spring 1937] - MARKET
In the early morning the womenfolk fill their baskets
with withered life and carry it on their heads……
on their backs…… in their arms……
gather in the market.
They lay out their poor lives
ebbing and flowing……
They are shouting their lives…… struggling.
All day long measuring a lot of little life
weighing it on the balance gauging it by ruler
until the day closes and the women
barter their bitter lives and return home with them on their heads.
[15 Apr 1937] - MOONLIT NIGHT
The moon pushes down the white waves of light
and tramples on a tree’s thin bereaved shadow
My footsteps fall heavy toward the mountain of the dead
and the loneliness of my heart is a sad burden.
There was no one was in the graveyard where someone used to be,
everywhere only stillness soaked in the white waves.
[29 May 1937] - SCENE
Grassgreen sea
her back to the spring wind
threatens to pour herself down.
She lifts her playful wave,
way up like a pleated skirt.
The red pennant at the mast tip
flutters like a lady’s locks.
*
*
Afore or aft
left or right
I want – to pass into this scene surging with life.
--Under May’s graying sky,
--To the hill embroidered with sea colors.
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[June 1937] - BLUE
The taste of my first cigarette
lingered in my throat till morning.
Feeling blue last night
I had just one smoke.

[1 July 1937] - THERMOMETER
Thermometer’s neck twisted to a cold metal post,
slender mercurial waist
on a five-six mercurial frame,
mind purer than a tube of glass.
A public-opinion animal with a nervous temperament and monotonous veins,
he wastes his energy
involuntarily swallowing the icy spittle.
Rather than some winter day in Sudol’s room where he’d point his finger below the zero it was
in August when the campus was full of sunflowers and he was an idealist.
On that day his blood boiled—
Yesterday the rain came in torrents, so today’s weather should be fine.
So wear your winter jacket to the hills and the forest –
All this I whispered to myself in silence.
Once again I did it without thinking –
But still I must escape this enclosure where nothing but sky is seen
And accord with the honest seasons of centuries
Stay our history’s inexorable course.
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[26 July 1937] - NOCTURNAL TRAVEL
Midnight! Putting a plaster on my wounded heart
I start my withered legs on their journey,
----A steam whistle blows without noise.
A lovely woman pads beside me
as I crawl in fear across the upper span.
----From here a train climbs the grade,
I enter the poplar-flanked tunnel of thought,
ruminating on what is called poetry and what deserves to be.
----After the evening smoke becomes sunset,
cricketsong is mutilated
to sound as sad as a crescent moon,
you don’t have any mother or father to learn songs from.
----you are the Bohemian with thin legs,
I have a mother and an older sister
In the barley field.
Not knowing how to sing
They spend tonight with their sighs.
THAT GIRL
The just-ripe crabapple fell first
into the blooming flowers.
Today too the autumn wind blows.
The red cheeked apple in the walkway
was picked up by a passerby.

[9 Aug 1937] - A PASSING RAIN
Lightning, thunder, uproariously beat
strike down upon a distant city.
The sky is an overturned inkstone
Arrow rain shoots down.
My palmsized garden becomes a turbid lake
muddy like my mind.
Wind spins like a top.
Trees can’t hold their heads up.
Righteously
I inhale Noah’s sky.
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[18 Aug 1937] - GRIEF
Wherever it goes I’ll follow
the moon of this lonely century!
Popping up suddenly
tossing off the covers
walking through endless wilderness
a man’s thought turns lonely
oh – this young man
is as singular as a pyramid
[20 Aug 1937] - CONTEMPLATION
My unkempt hair feels like the edge of a thatched roof,
the ridge of my irritable proboscis tickled by a breeze.
My eyes are small windows tightly closed
Tonight tender love soaks blankly into my mind.

[Sept 1937] - THE SEA
Colder
than a sea-brought wind.
Each branch of its pine
coyly turns its head away,
pushing and
being pushed.
Leaping like cataracts
the ripples overrun their furrows.
Children congregate seaside
Splash their hands scamper off.
Sadder and sadder the sea gets
over the seagull’s cry……
Backwards looking backwards looking
back goes today’s sea!
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NOON IN THE RAVINE
My song
an unripe echo.
On a valley trail
a shadow falls
in deep sorrow.
Noontime meditation
ah – sleepiness.

PIRO PEAK*
Kneeling
scrutinizing the ten thousand things—
my legs
tremble.
The white birch
once young now old.
Birds
reduce into butterflies.
The cloud really does
transform into rain.
My pants leg
turns cold.

*Piro is derived from the Sanskrit Vairocana, the essential aspect of Buddha-truth which, like
light, pervades everywhere.
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[Oct 1937] - WINDOW
Every break
to the window I go.
--The window is a living lecture.
Get a lively fire burning,
this room is filling up with chill.
A lone maple leaf
revolves down the air
little whirlwind-like.
Even so when the sun spreads its rays
across the icy window pane,
the school bell starts to cry.
[24 Oct 1937] - LAST WORDS
In a dim white room
last words are soundless jaw movements.
--My son who dives for pearls
my first son who flirts with mermaids
see if they’ve come back this night—
Having been lonely his lifelong a father dies,
his closing eyes dampened by sorrow.
An isolated house
a dog barks
a brilliant moon drifts across the paper door.
[Fall 1937] – TREES
When the trees dance
the wind whistles,
when the tree’s calm
the wind slumbers.
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MANDORI
Mandori picked up fivr stones
near the utility pole
on his way home from school.
Taking aim at the pole
he flung the first stone.
--thwaak—
He flung the second stone.
--Damn—
He flung the third stone.
--Damn—
He flung the fifth stone.
--thwaak—
Three out of five......
There’s a test tomorrow.
If I get three out of five,
anyway you figure it –
that’s a nice sixty points
there’s no need to study.
Let’s play football instead.
What happened the next day?
Did he submit to his teacher
a blank sheet of paper?
Or do you think
he got his sixty?

[ca. 1937] - LIGHTNING BUGS
Come along come along come along
to the forest come along
let’s pick up some moon pieces
to the forest come along
Chunks of moon the lightning bugs are
broken off from the last lunar phase.
Come along come along come along
to the forest come along
let’s pick up some moon pieces
to the forest come along
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BOTH
Sea is blue
Sky is blue
Sea’s endless
Sky’s endless
Sea I throw stones at
Sky I spit at
Sea smiles
Sky’s silent.

LYING
Knock, knock, knock,
please open the door
let me stay the night.
It’s late and it’s cold
Who can it be?
I opened the door
and saw the tail of a black dog
lying.
Cluck, cluck,
laid an egg.
Here girl come and get it.
The girl ran to see
the egg oh the egg,
it was only an insolent hen
caught in broad daylight
lying.
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[10 May 1938] - A NEW ROAD
Crossing a creek to a woodland
over a hill to a village
I went yesterday I go today
down my road a new road
Dandelion blossoms - Magpie flies
Maiden passes by - Wind picks up
My road is always new
today…… tomorrow……
Crossing a creek to a woodland
over a hill to a village

[28 May 1938] - MOTHER
Mother!
Suckle me for my consolation.
I am sad, sad tonight.
What did your child eat
until he became a man with a bearded cheek?
Even now a bare fist
is in his mouth.
Mother
A broken lead doll fell down
very long ago.
Seasonal rain falls this night
Is my fist leaking?
Mother! With your calloused hand
comfort my crying.
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[May 1938] - ECHO
Magpie cry
Echo,
No one heard
Echo.
Magpie dropped by,
Echo,
Only heard,
Echo.
[11 Jun 1938] - RAINY NIGHT
Hisss – splash! The noise of the wave breaks
against the paper door and scatters my dream.
Sleep is a pod of black whales,
that no one can control.
I turn on a light and carefully adjust my pajamas
The third watch.
My dearest desire.
The land of longing south of the river will likely flood again,
and swell solitude beyond the ocean of my nostalgia.
[19 Jun 1938] - MIRACLE
Taking all the mud and unpleasantness off my feet
can I walk there as softly
as twilight crosses the lake?
To be called
to this lakeside
with no one calling me
is truly a miracle.
Today of all days
tenderness, passion, ecstasy, jealousy
I constantly caress like medals on my chest
I want to wash everything away
leaving not a trace in the waves
O call me to the lake.
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TEMPLE OF LOVE
Suny when did you enter my temple?
When did I enter your temple?
Ancient with tradition our shrine
our temple of young love.
Suny close your crystal doe-like eyes.
I’ll comb your leonine tangled hair.
Our love is merely mute.
Before the sacred candle’s ardent fire expires
Suny flee through the front gate.
Before wind and dark break upon the window pane
I’ll distantly disappear through the back gate
bearing our eternal love.
For you now there is a soft sylvan lake
and for me a rugged mountain range.

[15 Sept 1938] - MY YOUNGER BROTHER’S PORTRAIT
His brow steaming in the chilly moonlight
my younger brother’s face makes a sad picture.
I stop walking
and furtively take his childish hand
“What will you be?”
“I will be a man.”
my younger brother’s unripe so unripe reply.
Letting go of my brother’s hand
I look again into my younger brother’s face.
With the chilly moon soaking his red brow
my younger brother’s face makes a sad picture.
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[20 Sept 1938] - COSMOS
The comely cosmos
is my only lady,
when the night is frozen by moonbeams
and I can’t stand not seeing my maiden of long ago
I visit a garden where the cosmos blooms.
Even the cricket’s chirp
makes the cosmos shy,
and when I stand before the cosmos
I feel like a bashful boy,
my heart the heart of cosmos
and cosmos heart my own.

[Sept 1938] - SAD TRIBE
White towel wraps black hair
white rubber shoes trap worn feet.
White jacket white skirt veil pathetic form
white belt grips skinny waist.

[26 Oct 1938] - RED PEPPER FIELD
Red skin peeking out
between the withered leaves,
red pepper like a young girl
ripens under scorching sun.
Grandma with her basket
strolling through the field
finger sucking urchin
follows in her wake.
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[Fall 1938] - BABY’S DAWN
Our home
has no cock.
Only
A baby’s cry for milk
to mark the sunrise.
Our home
has no clock.
Only
when baby fusses for suck
dawn has come.

SUNFLOWER’S FACE
Older sister’s face
a sunflower’s face
Sun rises up
sister goes to work.
Sunflower’s face
older sister’s face
Head hanging down
sister comes back home.
SUNSHINE – WIND
I spit on my finger
to make, a , hole,
in the paper window
to watch Mother
go, to, market,
morning sun flashes,
I spit on my finger
to make, a, hole,
in the paper window
to watch Mother
back, from, market,
evening wind whistles.
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CRICKET AND I
Cricket and I
had a chat on the grass.
chirp chirp
chirp chirp
Promised never to let anyone know
the secrets passed between cricket and me.
chirp chirp
chirp chirp
Cricket and I
had a chat in moonlight.
[Sept 1939] - SELF-PORTRAIT
Turning a spur
coming to a lone well by the rice field
I gaze nonchalantly.
Autumn is in the well
The moon is bright
Clouds flow
Sky stretches and a blue wind blows.
And there is a man.
For some reason I detest him
I turn away.
But walking away I take pity.
I turn back and there is the man just as he was.
And I detest him still.
But walking away I think I miss him.
Autumn is in the well
The moon is bright
Clouds flow
Sky stretches and a blue wind blows. And the man remains there like a memory.
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ROSE IS ILL
Rose is ill and no neighbor wants to help move her.
Dallangdallang with a lonely jingle
is it right to send her in a carriage to the mountain?
Ttu – with a sad hoot
is it right to send her in a liner across the great sea?
With the loud propeller whirring
is it right to send her stratosphere ward in an airplane?
This and that
let’s lay it all aside
and bury her in my heart
before my growing son wakens from his dream.
MOUNTAIN SPRING
Troubled soul troubled soul
Her hem touches the ripple
Spring water gushes from the depths of heart
On this night no one to talk to.
And you can’t sing to street racket.
Sitting by the shallow stream
let us leave to the street our love our work
Silently silently
to the sea let us steal,
to the sea let us steal.
TURGENEV HILL
I was going over the uphill path…… when three beggar lads passed me by.
The first boy had a basket on his back, full of useless objects: a cider bottle, a metal pin, an iron
fragment, worn-out socks and so on.
The second boy had the same. The third boy had the same.
Disheveled hair, bloodshot tear-filled eyes set in blackened face, pale bluish lips, ragged clothes
and scratched bare feet,
O O what terrible poverty had swallowed these children!
My heart was moved with compassion.
I rummaged through my pockets. A thickish wallet, a watch, a handkerchief…… these items
were all to be expected.
But I lacked the courage to give them up. I only fingered them.
Intending friendly conversation “Lads” I called out to them.
The first boy merely glanced back with his bloodshot eyes.
The second boy did the same. The third boy did the same.
And then as though I had nothing to do with their affairs they walked over the ridge whispering
to each other.
There was no one on the hill.
Only the thickening twilight creeping down –
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[ca. 1939] - A YOUTH
Here and there sad autumn drops its fall-colored leaves. From everywhere the leaves have fallen
the sky spreads open and trains the branches for spring. When he gazes quietly into the sky his
eyelashes become stained blue. When he rubs his hands together his palms are colored blue. He
looks at his hands again. A river is flowing in the lines, a river is flowing, in the river a face
shimmers as sad as love – enraptured the youth closes his eyes. Even so the clear river still flows.
And in the water a vision shimmers as sad as love – Suny’s pretty face.

[Sept 1940] - LIKE THE MOON
Just as trees grow their annual ring
the moon does grow on quiet nights
A lonely love like the moon
A full heart
like the annual rings blooms forth.

[3 Dec 1940] - CONSOLATION
A spider with an evil disposition set his net between parapet and garden in the backyard of the
hospital where none ever step. A young man enjoying the open air’s therapeutic virtue saw it
right away –
A butterfly flitting about the garden flew into the trap. The more it fluttered its yellow wings the
more tightly it was bound. The spider shot forward like an arrow and wrapped the butterfly’s
whole being in its endless threads. The young man sighed.
There was no consolation for the man who had missed his youth because of infinite hardship –
the only consolation was to break the web.
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[Dec 1940] - THE HOSPITAL
Her face shaded by the apricot tree, the young woman tans on her back in the hospital’s rear
garden, her white legs shining under her white gown. Through half a day no one, not even a
butterfly, visits the tubercular girl. Not even the wind breathes on the apathetic apricot bough.
I am here for the first time. The nameless pain I bore so long brought me here. But my old doctor
who doesn’t understand the diseases of the young tells me there is no disease. It’s just the many
ordeals I have undergone, it’s excessive fatigue, I mustn’t get angry.
The woman rises and composes her dress plucks a marigold from the flowerbed adjusts it in her
buttonhole and then dissolves into the sickroom. Hoping that soon she’ll recover her health – and
I too for that matter – I take my turn on her spot.
THE EIGHT BLESSINGS (Matthew 5: 3-12)
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
Blessed are they who mourn
They will mourn forever.

[7 Feb 1941] - TIME TO BE AFRAID
Who calls me?
In the shade of withered leaves now freshly green,
I breathe in faintly.
I who have never raised my hands
or made my mark in heaven
since you have no place for me
why call me?
On the morning I die and my work is done
the withered leaves will fall without caring……
Don’t call me.
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[12 Mar 1941] - A MAP OF SNOWFALL
On this morning that Suny leaves large flakes of snow fall silently, falling like sadness itself they
cover the map that stretches beyond the window. I look back but I find no one. The wall is white,
the ceiling is white. Is it snowing in here too? Do you really want to go away like a vanished
past? Even if I had written in a letter the words I used to have, where would I send it? I don’t
know where you’re going: which street, which village, under which roof. Will you remain only
in my heart? The snow covers your tiny footprints so I cannot follow you but when the spring
thaw comes a flower will bloom in your every step and I will follow your floral trail. And then
through all twelve months of the year it will snow in my heart.
[31 May 1941] - THE FIRST MORNING OF THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD
It is no spring
summer, autumn, winter morning,
morning but not one of those
Even though the sunlight was blue and pale,
a red flower sprang open,
last night
last night
all forms were readied,
love with a serpent
poison with a young flower.
ANOTHER MORNING IN THE BEGINNING OF THE WORLD
The snowcovered telephone pole
hummmmmmmmmms
with God’s word.
What’s the revelation?
When spring
comes early
I sin
Snow
blinds
After Eve’s labor ends
he’ll cover shame with a fig leaf
and my brow will run with sweat.
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THE CROSS
The sunlight following at my heels
now hangs on the cross
that tops the church.
I wonder how it climbed
a steeple so high.
In the silence of the bells
I stroll whistling.
If the cross were permitted me,
a troubled man,
as it was
to the joyous Jesus Christ
then I too would hang my neck
my blood blooming like a flower
under a blackening sky
would flow quietly.

CLOSE YOUR EYES AND GO
O kids who love the sun
O kids who love the stars
Though the night is dark
close your eyes and go.
Go and sow the seeds
you possess.
But when your toe bumps a stone
open your closed eyes wide.
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[May 1941] - TILL DAWN COMES
Dress all the dying
in black attire.
Dress all the living
in white.
Put them to sleep
all in a row in a single bed
if they weep
give suck
then when the dawn comes
the trumpets will sound.
[2 Jun 1941] - THE WIND BLOWS
Where does the wind blow
where does it go?
The wind does blow
I have no reason for sorrow.
I have no reason for sorrow?
I have never loved a woman.
and never lamented these times.
The wind blows on and on
and my feet stand on a boulder.
The river flows on and on
and my feet stand on a hill.
[June 1941] - RETURNING TO SEE THE NIGHT
As if I were back from the world I re-enter my small room and turn out the light. Leaving the
light on exhausts me. It prolongs the day –
Perhaps I should open the window and change the air
I look outside it’s as dark as the room
and looks like part of the world the street is getting wet from rain the path I just walked
home on is in a shower.
Nothing to wash the day’s agony away, when I close my eyes sounds drift through my mind, till
the ideas ripen of themselves like red crabapples.
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SLEEPLESS NIGHT
one, two, three, four
........................
Nights
There are so many.

[Sept 1941] - YET ANOTHER HOME
On the night I came back home
my skeleton followed and lay in my room.
My dark room joins the universe
and the wind howls through heaven.
In the darkness
I look into the weathered skull
There are tears
Am I crying?
Does the skeleton cry?
Or is it my beautiful soul?
A hound of fine integrity
keeps watch through the night.
The dog barking at the darkness
must want to drive me off.
Let’s go let’s go
let’s leave like driven prey
let’s find yet another nice home
and not tell skeleton.
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[31 Sept 1941] - THE ROAD
I lost it. Not knowing where or what I lost
so I go down this road
fumbling, hands in my pockets.
Stone stone on stone in endless succession
the road sheathes through stone walls.
The wall is closing its iron gate
its long shadow hangs on the road
this road leads through morning to night
and through night to morning.
I drop my tears as my fingers grope the wall
and glancing up the sky is shamefully blue.
So I tread this grassless path
because I am still on the wall’s other side,
I live only to look for what is lost.

[5 Nov 1941] - COUNTING STARS AT NIGHT
Season changing sky’s
autumn-full.
I could with ease
count all the stars of fall.
But I can count no longer
all those stars carved in my breast
because morning comes so easily,
because tomorrow there’s another night,
because my youth is not quite over.
One star for memories
one star for love
one star for loneliness
one star for yearning
one star for poetry
one star for Mother, Mother.
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Mother dear, I shall give a lovely name to each and every star. The names of classmate who
shared my gradeschool desk the exotic names of foreign maidens like Trinket, Mirror, Jade,
* neighbors, pigeons, puppies, little rabbits, bunnies, donkets, deer, Francis Jammes, Rainer
Maria Rilke, such poets’ names I would invoke.
These are all far from me now.
As far and dim as the stars.
Mother dear,
you too are as far away as Northern Manchuria.
Missing something
I gouged my name
on that hill where much of this starlight falls,
and covered it with dirt,.
Because the insects that cry through the night
would twinge at my shame filled name.
But when winter’s gone and spring comes to my star
like green grass springing forth from a grave
on the hill where my name lies buried
the wild grass will boast its abundance.
*Trinket, Mirror, and Jade are Chinese, not Korean, names.
[20 Nov 1941] - PRELUDE
Till the end of my days
I had hoped to be shameless under heaven,
but even the wind in the leaves
pains my heart.
With a heart
that sings to the stars
we must love all dying things
and I must follow my allotted path.
Tonight again the winds caress the stars.
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[29 Nov 1941] - MY LIVER
On a sunny rock by the side of the sea
we shall spread the wet liver to dry
like rabbits escaping from the Caucasus woods
we shall encircle the liver, guard it,
and you haggard vulture that I’ve nurtured so long!
Come gnaw, don’t worry
you must grow fat
and I lean, but,
Tortoise!
Never again will you be seduced by the Dragon Palace.
Prometheus poor Prometheus
punished for stealing fire
grindstone round the neck
endlessly steeping
Prometheus

[ca. 1941] - STREETS WITHOUT SIGNS
I disentrained to be met by no familiar arms,
all only passengers, all only passengers,
every house anonymous
no bother finding lodgings
red , blue
no letters flaring
if benevolent old gas lamps were aglow
on every corner,
and hands were being held
kindhearted, everyone would be
kindhearted, everyone would be
spring, summer, autumn, winter,
would change in proper turn.
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[24 Jan 1942] - A NOTE OF REPENTANCE
My features held, by the tarnished copper mirror
In this relic of some old dynasty, this must be blasphemy
Let me cut my repentance to a single line
-----For a full twenty-four years and one month,
I have lived hoping for what sort of pleasure
Tomorrow or the next day or some other pleasant day
I will add another line to my statement.
-----When I was so young, why did I make such a confession?
Night after night I rub my mirror with my palm and with my sole.
Seen from the back
a sorrowful man appears
who walks alone beneath a meteor.
[14 Apr 1942] - WHITE SHADOW
On that corner of the street lit by magnifying twilight colors
if my withered ear listens all day:
the moving footsteps of dusk,
footsteps, did I hear them
was I that sharp?
Now foolishly after realizing all things
while long in the vortex of my mind
my countless agonized selves I send back
to their places one by one
until the white shadow on the street corner
vanishes silently into darkness,
white shadows
what compassion I feel for those white shadows,
after sending my selves away
I turn empty down a back alley
and back to my dusk-dyed room
Like good lambs with deep faith
Let’s graze all day without a care.
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[12 May 1942] - FLOWING STREET
Stealthy fog flowing. Street flowing. Where do all the wheels, of all the trolleys, of all the autos
flow? Buried in fog with no port to anchor in, the street ferries the cheerless multitude,
if one could stand clutching the red mailbox on the corner what would it symbolize, , this ever
shining lamppost glowing dimly through the flowing world? My dear comrade Pak! And Kim!
Where are you now? The fog flows endlessly,
“On the morning of a new day let us once more clasp hands warmly” I drop my little note in the
mailbox and wait through the night, until the mailman comes with the morning like an honored
guest, wearing gold buttons and a golden badge like a splendid hero,
Tonight the dispirited fog flows on.

[13 May 1942] - LOVABLE MEMORIES
One spring morning, at a small station in Seoul
waiting for a train as though for love and hope,
I draped my scanty shadow over the platform,
And smoked a cigarette.
My shadow chased off the shadow of tobacco smoke
A bevy of shameless pigeons
flew by, sok, sok, their under pinions bared to sunlight.
The train bringing me no news
carries me far away,
spring is all gone – I yearn the way I yearn for love and hope, for the I that once lived in the quiet
guest house on that old street on the outskirts of Tokyo.
Today again the train will pass many times without meaning,
today again I’ll probably loll about on the cold hill near the station waiting for someone.
--O youth remain there forever.
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[3 Jun 1942] - A POEM WRITTEN WITH EASE
When the night rain whispers outside the window
the six-tatami room is someone else’s land,
and even though I know the sad fate of poets
I’d like to write a line,
and getting the tuition you sent in that envelope
which carried the scent of sweat and love
I hold the notebook under my arm
and go to hear the old prof lecture.
Recalling my childhood friends
I’ve lost them, all, one by one
what is I’m
hoping, am I just sinking into solitude?
Life is difficult they say
and so I’m ashamed
that this poem is written with such ease.
When the night rain whispers outside the window
this six-tatami room is someone else’s land,
I push the darkness out a bit by lighting a lamp,
and my final self awaits the dawn that comes like a brand new age,
and I reach out my little hand to myself
to take my first handshake with tears and consolation.
[ca. 1942] - SPRING
Spring swells through my veins like a torrent
toll, toll, murmuring between the chill banks
punctuated by forsythia, azalea, and yellow cabbage
Having withstood the three-month winter
I burst forth like grass.
Merry lark
soar up from the furrows.
Blue sky
dazzles high up……
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Pak Mokwol - WANDERER
Ferrying across the river
to the wheat field path,
as the moon through the clouds,
so the wanderer goes.
This single path
threads to the south 300 li
past every wine-ripening village.
The fiery evening glows.
As the moon through the clouds,
So the wanderer goes.
Han Yongun - THE PLANTED WILLOW TREE
To tie the horse that bore my lover
I planted this willow tree
but lover cut off a willow switch
and spurred the horse away.
To urge my horse to follow lover
I made a whip of every willow branch
but now their tangle ties my sadness fast
and here I stay rooted through the years.
THE FERRY AND THE WAYFARER
I am the ferryboat
and you the wayfarer.
Though you trample me with soiled feet
I embrace you nevertheless as across the river we pass.
I embrace you nevertheless
as across white rapids or wide deep waters we pass.
When you don’t come, from night to day
I at my mooring await,
to snow/rain/wind exposed.
Then finally you arrive and ford the stream
only to leave immediately with no glance behind.
But some day you shall return I know
and I await, out worn and old grown day by day.
I am the ferryboat, and you the wayfarer.
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OBEDIENCE
Like others their liberty they love, I obedience adore.
I’ve known sweet freedom too, but now my desire submits to you.
To obey that One I seek to follow: far sweeter than mere freedom,
that’s my ecstasy.
So I must disobey your order in order to be true
since your command is:
Forsake me now for some strange Other.

WHEN YOU LEFT ME
When you left me I was elsewhere
and missed your parting kiss.
It was early fall, some leaves already red.
But I cut out the time you’re gone & divide it in twain.
I hand one end of time to you & the other end I take.
And when again we’re able to touch our hands together
then quietly we’ll join together these ends of time.
Those sick people who pick up their pens
just to prescribe others’ unhappiness –
not even they can mark that time you were gone.
I cut out the time that you are gone.

THE REASON I LOVE YOU
I have one reason for loving you:
After my rosy cheeks others lust, but you my snowy hair as well.
I have one reason for missing you:
Only my smiling face others love, but you my salty tears as well.
I have one reason for awaiting you:
Only my health others love, but you my death as well.
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IF NOT FOR YOU
If not for you, why has my once-smooth face wrinkled so?
If I didn’t miss you so, I could’ve stayed young forever.
I would be still in the pink, just as when you first embraced me.
But I do not hate being old, being sick, or even being dead
since you’re the cause of it all.
Whether I live or whether I die, it’s all up to year.
My being is yours.

Yu Chihwan - THE FLAG
Silent hubbub,
hanky of permanent longing
being waved toward the green sea,
a pure heart rippling like a brook in the breeze –
O crown of that straight upright flagpole called ideology,
captive egret wings flapping against the stake,
who was the first one
who hung our sad, anguished soul
against the sky?

YEARNING
Today the wind is blowing,
today this heart is sighing.
For your face in vain I search
in streets we used to walk,
in skies we used to watch.
My heart weeps ceaselessly
like a flag floating in the sky.
It feels your absence the more
the harder these winds do blow.
Oh, dear! Are you hiding
like a flower in some distant field?
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HAPPINESS
--To love
brings greater happiness than being loved.
Today, once more, I sit before this post office window
through which the sky, the emerald sky, spies over my shoulder
and write you this letter.
Through the door that faces the street
a parade of people passes, each in thoughtful self-absorption.
Hastily they buy their stamps, their telegram slips,
and warmheartedly send their sad or happy missives
to family at home, to absent cherished ones.
Blown about by the world’s wicked winds,
love always sticks it through like the poppy,
flames in the jumble of weeds
in the flowerbed of humanity.
--To love
brings greater happiness than being loved.
Today, once more, I write you a letter.
--Truly beloved, farewell!
Even though this is my last goodbye,
because truly have I loved genuine bliss have known.
MOUNTAIN #3
From the looks of the black puff of cloud
that’s passing round and round above my head,
it will rain tonight.
From the southeast it’s blowing in,
so tonight we won’t
see the infant stars in the blueblack ocean of sky.
Alpine birds, flap your wings quickly,
hide yourselves in your forest nests.
In the valley, aren’t the green frogs croaking
at the top of their lungs?
I am the mountain.
All night long I stand, lonely
and exposed and wet.
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THE LETTER OF LIFE
Now, when bitter doubt outweighs meager knowledge,
when the weight of life is too much to bear
and the leaves of life tremble on ill limbs,
now, let me leave for far Arabia.
There at the heart of all heat,
where the sun of red burns like a god eternal,
the all is buried in the sand, surrounded by infinity.
Only an Allah can wander about, and He in agony.
Robe aflutter, standing alone in such a boundless place,
there surely I could face myself,
there surely learn my inner path.
Or, failing, my white bones would sun themselves on the sand hills.
Yi Sungbok - THE PRELUDE
My poor supper I eat in a pub.
Dusk, late and worn out, approaches.
In this wind, the road slips its way.
My darling!
I wander only until your startled gaze captures me
through a gate across some road.
I wander only until your startled gaze captures me
through a gate across some road.
The bird’s call echoes on all sides.
The darkening field writhes. And
my voice forms your name.
There, among the thin maples,
The leaves are dancing, dancing.
SOUNDLESSLY SCARLET FRUITS
Soundlessly scarlet fruits decay.
Trees do not twist in pain.
There is no suffering.
On the way back, the glow of sunset ripple away.
We catch a glimpse of Mother’s narrow back.
Beyond the reach of the bell’s last echo, ivy vines encircle a naked bole.
Let me know how to save the last few beams of sunlight in the fading dusk.
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SPRING IS COME AGAIN
(a reminiscence of the 1980 Kwangju Incident in which the Korean army bloodily suppressed a
dissident movement and then seized power in a coup)
The sloping lot was being carpeted with green grass
and beside the puddle down there
three zelkovas shot buds out from their stumps.
Old trees sometimes seem to long for youth.
Everyone knew
what we had waited for so long would not come.
Who loved that one? Did they wrench his head off by hugging him too tight?
Sometimes we asked,
Will the buds ever sprout from our crooked necks?
Again and again we asked,
chewed the fat, wagged our tongues.
Life is always a shimmering landscape
seen through a dusty window frame.
Trembling, cursing, falling asleep sometimes
only to be roused awake,
I wished I could soar high into the sky
like the raging spout of a carwash,
torn to pieces, crying, pulling my hair,
twisting. . . .
This kind of thing never happened.
The languid spring passed slowly through the butchered city.
When we lay on the ground
and held our breath
the shining lime field layer deepened.
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FLOWERING FATHER
I went to see my father.
On the way to Kumchon
I met a fallen sapling.
Digging a little hole, I set the stem up straight
and buried his feet.
When I turned round he lay down again
and slept on the ground like the village drunk.
So I let him sprawl and dream
as I turned back toward Kumchon.
But on arriving there, they told me Pa had left for Paju –
A little sooner and I’d have seen him.
The little tree laughed and said
How far your home is from here
How far How far
But my hometown is not Paju.
The tree was only joking.
That night Dad came home like a fallen trunk.
Sweeping back my hair, he whispered
You are the withered leaf I dropped.

WHEN THE NIGHT COMES, THE ROAD WILL
When the night comes, the road
will take you along.
Do not hesitate.
Like a dead child who floats in the tide
we are still held in our mothers’ eyes.
The fate just now fanning its wings
was arranged long ago.
When the strange birds that pass by arrive,
make them lie down in the warm
part of your heart.
As destiny is no part of free will,
so they have returned from their far journey.
Like a peach blossom’s quick trembling on the day
of wind, until a mild day comes at last,
look down the road
toward the way that night might come.
Road that’s dark, road that’s light,
will yet take you away.
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Yi Haein - NUN #2
Jar small or large
soy sauce and paste secretly
in red pepper ripen
confined inside this cramped tight place
and living a hidden life
till the just-right time arrives.
O, this cloister’s
a jar-filled porch
Each jar emits
its own odor
its own light
sometimes sighing
sometimes singing
till such time
as in the dark, its private taste
in ecstasy ripens.
IN YOUR FOREST #1
In your forest
scavenging an acorn size delight
I grow in spirit
like a cheerful squirrel.
Sometimes,
laying my prayers like eggs
and breast snuggling them,
I’m a mountain bird, affectionate.
In your forest,
I unravel threads of contemplation
to erect my solid house
like any lonely spider.
And sometimes,
gathering up blessings’ breadcrumbs
I don’t miss even a single one.
A grateful ant am I.
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THE SEA THAT I WAS RUNNING TO
When first I learned what is love
the sea that I was running to
had waves like the gentle smiles
of Sister in her azure dress.
And later, learning sorrow,
the sea that I was running to
was throwing up deep blue sobs
like my lovelorn older brother.
One day when I learned farewell
the sea that I was running to
opened up her swelling bosom
like Mom in an indigo skirt.
And when I learned prayer at last
the sea that I was running to
was the face of living God moving
like sweet fish across the waters.
SONG OF AUTUMN
Autumns I wish I were water.
Whispering water I wish I were,
whispering the words of love
which otherwise would empty gurgles be.
Autumns I wish I were the wind,
a gentle wind, I wish,
caressing the brows of the burning grass
and tipsy with the tickling of flowers.
Autumns I wish I were a cricket,
just an anonymous blue bug
singing out at the top of my lungs
and bearing on my back the light of the stars.
Autumns I wish I were persimmon,
a red persimmon I’d be.
After swallowing the fire,
and aflame with desire,
I’d offer myself to thee.
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LIKE SEWING A BUTTON ON A DRESS
On the back of this hand
that sews this button gone astray
back in its proper place
the sun spreads its soft shine.
On the new garment called Today
what sort of button should I put?
Living is
a series of mundane events
despite the constant change of clothes.
By chance I drop a button in the right position.
I wish to live in a proper relation.
And so I sew a button on a dress
and thread the needle.
When I sew it right
I confirm my life
was not randomly spent.
Though no one witnesses,
unfamiliar happiness
smiles at me and nods.
REGION OF THE DANDELION
Prayer is my music
and love my holy flag.
Though my field be narrow
‘tis the land on which I bloom,
mining for jewels of solitude.
When the passing wind sings to me,
to the blue air my yellow flute I blow.
When the pure tears fall on my dirt
I toss my seeds of pleasure to the sky.
The clouded, tearful eyes of time:
The quiet breath chews away by golden baby curls.
Where is my missing face?
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THE LOVE SONG OF A BUTTERFLY
Toward you I’m just a butterfly floating.
I’ve know it all along.
Just as I’ve always known
this sad powder stains my body yellow.
Against this over bright sun
I’d like to unfold my wings in a parasol.
My days are filled with your splendid bliss
and shining heaven is mine.
The chorus of leaf and grass
have taught me a poor soul’s joy.

THE LETTER OF AUTUMN #8
In fall I hope to be a field flower
trembling with love beyond compare.
A field flower grows into prayer
with its empty heart filling the sky
and doles itself out among neighbors.
A blue field flower I hope to be,
smiling though unnoticed.
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Choi Sungho* - DELIGHTS OF THE SECULAR CITY
The head of gibberish overflows
the edge of the long draft mug.
A night in Seoul down the drain
gets only deeper, no, more shallow.
A night in Nakwon Center.
I’m pickled inside a bottle of booze.
A night of imbibing.
Through my drunken gaze the hookers look good to eat.
A clanking musician is coming on.
Belaborer of the night, the midnight cantor,
whose wings come up when the sun goes down.
Fluttering above the electric organ
the empty orchestra musician is coming on.
The rainbow-lit dreams of youthful corpses,
where are they hanging now?
The night floats about like bubbles of foam,
eyeballs joshing each other.
The organ grinds the walls away,
They vanish four directions up and down and also gone.
In the emptiness of no tomorrow, the alcohol consumes me.
In the clattering vacuum the glasses keep passing each other.
And dancing in the vanishment I boom out into the street.
I think I could live like this,
the leftover morsels metamorphosed to trash,
the tippled toppled bottles, and the bitter watery vomit,
if only after this, the deceitful day would not dawn.
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ON THE STARS IN THE FROTHY THRONE
The last sound of water down the tube
after the maelstrom in the toilet,
what is it caused me to hear
sharp death’s belching noise?
Water in the john, a generation comes,
sweeps off the foam and down the hole.
Worn out, yet this plot of old dirt remains
And still unchanged just like the toilet bowl.
How many people does the toilet eat
addressing a single splendiferous bone?
Not up high-stepping in the nighttime sky
but gone
That goneness the vastness I dare not survey.
But the crapper’s cosmology has affixed
before it crumbled inside my brain,
The night flows away. They blink,
off and on, the stars in the frothy throne.
Blithely I micturate into the suds,
old man scribbling nursery rhyme ideograms of bubble.
Glancing down the agony of the water bug
I wonder whether the old man will chuckle.

SQUAWK BOX FULL OF HOLES
Maybe the holes won’t recall the fingers that poke them. The aged thumbs like caterpillars, the
hairless pinkies, they’re all the same. Able to reach just some swamp, just some pit, the empty
black holes race back to their proper place – maybe they won’t recall any of the fingerprints of
those fresh off the bus. Hello, 99-8998? Nobody there? Who, then, is speaking please? How can
the one who’s talking be the one who isn’t in? Like nameless spirits, through the muddle of
crisscrossed lines, between all the static, the whispered love whines like mosquitoes at me.
Maybe the holes won’t recall the fixer, whose boyhood once they strangled in their gas chamber
of a manhole. Like the brains detached from a horse’s head, like a bowl of noodles, the tangled
phone lines won’t recall the users and their squirming. But, even so, some poles line the street
that even wood peckers won’t tap into.
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WATER BUFFALO LEATHER BAG
Civilization needs your death
your bones powdered into lard
your hacked flesh frozen packed
and tanners to dye your remaindered hide.
Here you are, water buffalo
leather graves in shop windows.
Civilization needs your hunger.
To bulge leather bags with eaten numbers,
document rolls and signature chops,
the grass you can no longer hold in your guts.
So now with bureaucrats, with plutocrats,
their underhanded bellies protruding between breaths,
you collude in their mass slaughter plots.
Becoming leather bags your value improves
when the condottieri carry you out
and when financiers tote you about.
Mighty civilization, depending ‘twixt their horns,
go ahead, to make a leather bag
pound all the water buffalo to death.

THE SUBWAY RAT
From the platform in the dark station I watched the gray rat hurdle across the tracks. Into which
hole did he disappear? Clinging to his now-vanished tail was something like popcorn, a candy
wrapper, or a piece of canned food – food he devours every day. If that rat who likes to eat
between meals had any manners, he’d thank those who drop him his daily feed.
My own tongue was destroyed by processed food long ago. That rat’s tongue will most certainly
be rotted soon. The day will come when super modern rats – worthy of being processed – will
swarm the subways. Aren’t there any cats down there? The human population is exploding too
for want of a vigilant pussy. So people cram themselves into the underground. Although the
space of all is violated, no demonic cannibal has yet to appear. This is a bit strange. He is
probably hiding in the cave at the bottom of their hearts.
Our ominous modernity. Genetic engineering has given birth to super rats. These colossal rats
are wearing hard bread crumbs on their front teeth. I observed a gutter rat steal some bloody guts
from a butcher’s pail of scraps and gnaw them tenaciously. Funeral customs will have to change
in the future – from protecting the dead rats to protecting the living from the super rats. I’m not
even the boss of the Korean National Railways, so why do I have to say this? It’s hard enough
keeping my bile suppressed. . .
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FLY IN THE ELEVATOR
Those jerks, rotten yet strutting,
that fly wouldn’t deign to squat on their noses but,
what the hell, landed on my cheek.
And my head it felt like poking
after the can of closely packed dead mackerel.
I felt none too comfortable.
Was decay spreading inside throughout?
I tried to swat the fly away,
a shooing that fell back into the elevator’s swamp
and the fly too squirming to live.
Surrounded by death, wad-shot,
but with strength enough left to wave that fly away.
Days without wings. Going up the building going down.
Up went the elevator
but it was in the bog to stay.
And I was shaking with the fear of falling
too deep in, a terrible crash, complete collapse.

THE COCKROACH HOUSEHOLD
Anytime satisfier of consumer desires –
among your innards O vending machine
the Cockroach household dwells –
like a pimp-family of moochers on the flesh of whores,
brilliant are their chitinous rinds.
A slit swallowing slugs begins every red-light morning.
Coffee and milk smells, enflushing, sweet.
Yes, sugar comes endlessly, and the dreams.
And darkness again after the last nickel falls.
But silence of night punctured, craving never sleeps.
And more warm water from a strumpet’s bladder
drains through the rubber hose into dangling Dixiecups.
O yea among your innards O vending machine
the Cockroach household dwells –
that tangled bunch that cherish the limits of love
as much as we.
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DEATH’S TREE FLOWERS
If enough to know masturbation you are old,
within your soma even so death’s tree is fully blooming.
Inside your sperm, youth’s flowered scent exuding before gray turning
already the seeds of death are sown.
The growing tree of death
from the reproductive root’s self it sprouts.
The leaves of sexless death
are these liver spots on your skin.
A blotched old man in mid-twilight standing
recalls a persimmon tree, black mushrooms at base,
leaves a-rattle as to the frost they fall,
the blazing’s of dreams cut off,
the knots embedded in the heart,
each ring the ring of my death.
Only death remains.
The days death’s tree crooks its haggard trunk and tumbles
are the days my body crashes down.
Death’s tree which can’t be timbered,
below its roots the bottomless river of afterlife flowing.
But if I should die
death’s tree should die too.
Above, black miasma evaporates
as other departed souls the afterlife river suck dry.
*Co-translated by Duane Vorhees and Robert Fouser
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We would like to thank you, the reader, for purchasing this eBook. We hope you have
enjoyed it, as much as we have! To find more exciting eBook choices, come check us
out at the links below.
Please come by and visit our website at:
http://www.xoxopublishng.com
To shop:
http://www.xoxopublishing.com

Also, you may be interested in checking out some resources for your promotional needs
over at 9 Clouds eBook Marketing and Promotions. We also sell eBooks as well.
http://www.9cloudsebookmarketingandpromotions.com/
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